UAYSL
Electronic Roster Procedure
Alaska Youth Soccer Association has mandated the use of electronic rosters for all sanctioned leagues and
tournaments. UAYSL has developed the following procedure for electronic rosters which is to be used for
league games. This procedure will also be posted on the UAYSL website:
- If possible, teams will use Stack Sports to create an electronic version of their roster for each
game. It can be a regular Admin/Safe roster or a Game Day roster. Save as a pdf.
- If teams cannot successfully manage their team roster within Stack Sports, the UAYSL Administrator
will email their Admin/Safe roster to the team coach and/or manager in pdf format. Please contact the
UAYSL Administrator well in advance if this assistance is needed. Day of assistance cannot be
guaranteed.
- Required - print the roster and bring a paper copy, or copies, to the game as a back-up. This is
important as some field complexes may have spotty cell service or none at all.
- Required - Email roster to the UAYSL Referee Assignor, Paton Stott, at least 24 hours in advance of
game. Be sure to include game specifics for each roster. Paton will deliver to the assigned referees.
Email To: patonstott@live.com
- Email the roster to opposing coaches & managers prior to the game, if possible. UAYSL will provide a
comprehensive email list of all coaches and managers for the 2020 Outdoor session.
- At the field, the roster can be texted to opposing team coach and/or manager and the head referee,
if that referee is an adult, or other adult referees present if the head ref cannot receive a text, or if
roster was not received via email. Youth referees are not to be asked to give out their phone
number. Alternatively, in the case of poor cell service or an all youth ref crew, or if this method is
preferred by refs and/or coaches, the back-up paper copy of the roster can be presented by placing it
on the ground so the head referee and the opposing team coach and/or manager can take a photo of
it. Paper copies of rosters may not be handled by referees or opposing team coach/manager.
- Player and coach cards are mandatory and must be present at each game, either the actual
laminated cards or an electronic or paper copy. This includes any guest players. Referees and/or
opposing coach/manager are not to handle another team's player cards/copies. To inspect, they can
be placed on the ground or shown at a 6-foot distance.
- If at the field prior to a game a guest player is added, it must be done in writing on the printed paper
version of the roster. A player may not play in a league game if their name is not present on the game
roster, if they are not a current registered member of Alaska Youth Soccer Association and if they have
not submitted a completed and signed COVID-19 Health Screening & Release form to their Club. The
coach and/or manager must have available the player card, or electronic/paper version of the player
card, for any guest player added at the field to confirm the player is eligible and insured.
- Un-necessary communication and/or harassment of referees by any club personnel, by phone call or
text, will not be tolerated. Reports of such behavior will receive consequences from the UAYSL Board
of Directors, at their discretion.

